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WHO ARE WE?

Aspira's mission is to create a breakthrough
learning experience that fosters innovation,
collaboration and strategic development. By
connecting creativity, we create sustainable

growth, unlock potential and provide a unique
pathway to success and excellence.

We are a force for positive change, building a connected and
creative learning community where everyone reaches their
full potential through sustainable growth and excellence.
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OUR VALUES 

Integrity Boldness Initiative Creativity Freedom

In Aspira, we are committed to our mission because we believe that education is the key to personal
growth and that social progress is only possible if everyone is given the opportunity to actively
participate. Through our programmes and services, we not only support individuals and organisations to
grow and develop, but also actively contribute to creating a more connected, open and dynamic society.



Second, 'opportunities' - we
work to ensure that everyone,
regardless of background, has
the chance to participate,
express themselves and
contribute. We believe in the
power of diverse voices to shape
a better future for us all.

Capability Opportunity Support 
First, with 'capabilities' - we
develop innovative educational
programmes that go beyond
books and lectures. It's practical
learning that equips you with the
skills for today's world.

And thirdly, 'support' -
strengthening organisations by
developing strategies, finding new
sources of funding and, in
particular, focusing on involving
younger generations in the work
processes. We understand that if
businesses want to fully harness
the potential of young people, they
need the right tools and knowledge.
At Aspira, we provide organizations
with the knowledge and support
they need to truly activate the
potential of young people.
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Target groups
Youth sector: Aspira supports young people in their
development through a positive organizational culture and
programmes that foster collaboration, critical thinking and
creativity.

NGOs: Aspira provides expert assistance in identifying calls
for tenders, preparing applications and implementing projects,
helping organizations to obtain the necessary funding.

Individuals: Aspira offers training to develop competences,
acquire new skills and achieve personal and professional
goals.

Local communities: Aspira supports citizens' involvement in
decision-making, encouraging active participation through
dialogue, consultation and other methods to strengthen local
democracy and community identity.

Businesses: Aspira helps develop growth strategies and
manage project ideas, including risk analysis, partner
networking and fundraising.
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AREA OF WORK
Learning programme design: our expertise allows us to plan
and design a variety of learning programmes tailored to our
clients' needs, stimulating curiosity, creativity and innovation
among participants.

Developing innovative learning methodologies and tools for life
long learning: We are focused on researching and developing
advanced learning approaches, including the use of technology
solutions that enhance the learning experience and enable
personalized learning. Developing innovative tools and
platforms supports lifelong learning, providing easy access to
knowledge and promoting self-directed learning and skills
development.

Youth work: Supporting young people in their personal and
social development includes expert advice on the development
of youth programs that promote young people's active
participation, strengthen competences and contribute to
building a responsible and inclusive society. We  help
organizations develop youth work based on the EU
guidelines/principles defining quality youth work.



AREA OF WORK 
Strategy development consultancy: we work with organizations to
design and implement growth strategies and manage project
ideas. 

Organizational culture and identity development: We support the
creation of a strong organizational identity, reflected in the
communication, visual identity and overall image of the
organization. Supporting  groups in developing a positive and
productive organizational culture.

Knowledge of public tenders: We provide expertise in identifying
and preparing quality applications for public tenders.

Project idea development: We are involved in the generation and
design of project ideas that meet the objectives and requirements
of tenders.

Establishing partnership networks: our experience and expertise
enable us to establish effective partnership networks for
successful project collaboration.



TEAM

Katarina Nučič has over 18 years of
experience in youth work, and she is

responsible for administrative support to
the institute as a youth worker and a

lecturer. She is also an expert in
developing competency models and

educational methodologies. She also has 4
years of experience in running an SME, as
she was a Director of a public institution,

Trbovlje Youth Centre (2015-2019).

Rada Drnovšek has 16 years of experience
as a project coordinator in different

projects. She is a manager for local and
international projects and events on social
and sustainability topics.  She is interested

in regional integration and development,
sees the bigger picture and places great
importance on the impact of her work. 

Vesna Lenic Kreze has over 9 years of
experience in youth work. She works

with youth and adults, conducting
different workshops and learning
activities. She manages local and
international learning events and

projects on learning through creativity
and artistic tools. 
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ready to work with US?
Let's embark on a transformative journey, where
innovation meets collaboration and learning knows
no boundaries.

Feel free to reach out!

Passion is the motto of all my actions! - Philippe Petit 

+386 70 445 406 WhatsApp

www.aspira.si

info@aspira.si


